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Let G be the group with p elements and k a field characteristic p (where 
p is a prime number). There are p indecomposable k[G]-modules 
v, , v* ,***, VP, where 
V, = k[X]/(X - 1)“. 
Observe that dim, V, = n and VP = k[G] is free. 
In Section 1 we consider the decompositions of the exterior and symmetric 
powers of V,, (taken over k), e.g., 
P 
ST”, 1= 0 cj(r, n, vj, 
j=l 
where the integer cj(r, n) is the number of times Vi is repeated. Formulas for 
cj(r, n) is the number of times Vj is repeated. Formulas for cj(r, n) expressed 
in the number of restricted partitions (similarly for AlIf,) are given. 
In Section 2 we consider the representation ring R, generated (as abelian 
group) by V,, Vz,..., VP, where the multiplication is induced by the tensor 
product over k. It is convenient o consider the quotient ring & = RG/( VP), 
i.e., we throw away the free k[G]-modules. We also adjoin a variable ,U 
defined by 
v, =p +p-‘. 
Denote by SK, the image of YV,, , in zG. Consider the formal power 
series 
- 
~,Vn+,>= f Srvn+*f 
r=0 
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in k,[tj. A simple formula for a#‘,,+ ,) is found in R”,[p][tn. The cases it 
even and n odd have to be treated separately. This occurs many times in the 
sequel and usually the odd case is much more complicated. Then the main 
result of this paper, a general reciprocity theorem, is proved: 
~,,,K+ ,I= - ~n+‘u~(~~~,) if n is even 
=-f”+‘Vp-lut(Vm+,) if n is odd. 
The proof is easy. From this result we get several corollaries. If n is even 
then 
STYI =sxy PI+1 
and 
Let enqr denote the number of nonfree components of SV’,, , . Then it follows 
(also for odd n) that 
and if 
then 
e n,r = en.p-r-n-l 
vt,fG = ,f ed’ 
r=O 
r&Jr’) = (++I q,(t). 
This is a reciprocity theorem proved in [2] by very elaborate computations 
involving Fourier series and limits of integrals. 
In Section 3 a new ring 
& =RG/vp, VP-, + 11 
is introduced. It is equivalent with putting VP-, = - V, in &. S~prisingly 
very little information is lost by going from R, to KG. It is possible to 
compute the decomposition of SV,, , in <A and then recover the decom- 
position in R,. The advantage of the ring R, is that 
&[A4 g z[a 
where [ = e2niJp is a primitive gth root of-unity. Thus we can use many 
results from cyclotomic number theory. In RG[tj we have 
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and 
cr,(Y,) 0,(&J = (1 - q-’ if n <p. 
In EC, V, , V2,..., VP-, are units and they generate a subgroup whose index 
in & = all units in I,, is the first class number of the cyclotomic field Q[t;]. 
Let an,r = dim,(S’V,+,)G be the dimension of the G-invariant elements of 
S’V,+r. Then Q~,~= cj’=, ci(r, pt) is the number of linearly independent G- 
invariant homogeneous polynomials of degree r in n + 1 variables over k. 
Let 
be the Hilbert series of the ring of invariants GE”=, (SV,, i)“. Then if n is 
even we have the formula 
where pP is the group of pth roots of unity. This was proved in [ 1 ] by use of 
Fourier series, etc. In Section 4 a very short proof is given using the formula 
for ol( V,, ,) and then “averaging over ,u,, .” This result looks very much like 
the celebrated theorem of Moiien (see [ 11) in characteristic zero. This coin- 
cidence is merely a combinatorial “accident” in the author’s opinion. At 
least the ring of invariants is much more complicated in characteristic p (see 
131). A reciprocity theorem 
4&-‘I= (-cl”+ ’ 4,(t) 
is easily obtained when n is even. The odd case is much worse and there is 
no reciprocity theorem. A formula for $,,-,(t) is found when n is odd. A 
reciprocity theorem for the counting function of the covariants (in charac- 
teristic 0) is stated. 
Section 5 is devoted to the Adams operations WV’,, in R,. They are 
defined by 
and 
d 
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Several formulas are proved of which we only mention 
iy”V, = v,-’ if m = 1 (mod p). 
Let U,,(X) be the Chebyshev ~lynomial of the second kind. It is defined by 
U,(cos q?) = 
sin(n + l)y, 
sin q ’ 
Then 
and 
V n+1 = Un(V*P) 
V’Vn = U,,-,(~~/2)/U,-,(V,/2). 
It may seem that we are overestimating the importance of the group 
G = ZfpZ by studying the representation ring RQin this detail. But as seen 
in this paper the structure of the rings R, and R, is far from simple. The 
ring Z[(] with < = ezni/p has been studied for several hundred years and 
there are still unsolved problems (such as Fermat’s last theorem). It is our 
hope to be able to extend parts of the theory to the group Z/p”Z for n > 1. 
1. DEC~MP~~ITI~N~ 
Let G = Z/pi% k a field of characteristic p and V, , V, ,..., VP the indecom- 
posable k[G]-modules as defined in the Introduction. Further, let 
NV,= 2 cj(r, n) vj, 
j:l 
S’V,+, = L Cj r, + ( n)Vj 
j=l 
be the decompositions of the exterior and symmetric powers of V, or V, + 1 
(taken over k). The integers c; and cj were computed in [ 1 ] but here we want 
to give explicit formulas expressed in combinatorial terms. For this we need 
some definitions. 
~EF~ITI~N 1.1. (a) 
G,.,GK v) = (x” 
- yn)(x”-L y-1) *.. (,“-,+I- y-r+‘) 
(xr-Yy...(x-Y) 
is the homogeneous Gaussian polynomial. 
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(b) A(m, r, n) = the number of partitions of m into at most r parts all 
of size <n. 
For reference we state the following result (see [I, 11.41). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. 
(a) nyzO (1 -X’-‘ujt)-’ = Cz”=, G,+,,,(X, Y) t’, 
(b) n;=, (1 + X-jYj-‘t) = C;=O (XY)‘?) G&X, Y) t’, 
Cc> G,+n,n (X, y> = CtEoA(rn, r, n)X’“-“r”, 
(d) G,,,(x, y> = WY, X) = G,,,-,K 0 
(e) A(m, r, n) = A(m -m, r, n) = A(m, n, r), 
(f) A(m,r,n)=A(m-r,r,n- l)+A(m,r- 1,n). 
DEFINITION 1.3. V(m, r, n) = A(m, r, n) - A(m - 1, r, n). 
We remark that V(m, r, n) > 0 if m < m/2 (see [ 1, Corollary III. 1.71). 
Further, let A(m, r, n) = 0 if m ( 0 or m > m, or if m is not an integer. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let n, r < p. Then 
(a) Cj(rr n) = CvEZ v((m + 1 -A/2 + VP, r, n), 
(b) c;(r, n) = cj(n - r, r) = CUE= V((r(n - r) -j)/2 + vp, r, n). 
Proof: (a) By Corollary 111.2.9 in [l] we have cj(r, n) = Cj in 
(t- t-1)t-2RP(1 - t2p) G,+,& t-‘) =c cjcj. 
Using Proposition 1.2(c) above we get 
xcjti= F 2 ~~m,r,n)(trn-2m+t’-2gp+2~p_frn-2m-1-2~p+2~p) 
“ZO m=O 
and hence 
Cj = C (A(m, r, t2) -A(m - 1, r, n)) 
m 
summed over those m such that 
O<m= 
nr+l-j 
2 + (v -- g) p < nr. 
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(b) By Corollary 111.2.7 of [l].we have 
A’V, 3 r-VI+, 
and it follows that ~j(r, 8) = Cj(n - r, I). Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let p = 17. We compute the number of Vi,: s in the 
decomposition of S5 V, . Here Y = n = 5 so 
C,,(5,5) = c v 
( 
5 . 5 +2’ - lo + 17V, 5,s 
UEZ ) 
= V(8,5,5) + V(25,5,5) 
=A(8,5,5)-A(7,5,5)+A(25,5,5)-A(24,5,5) 
=14-11+1-1=3. 
Hence 
Remark 1.6. From Proposition 1.4 we see that SV’,,, I contains only odd 
Vj: s when r or n is even. If both r and n are odd then there are only even 
vj: s. 
Remark 1.7. The Afm, r, n): s are easily computed by a computer using 
the recursion formula in Proposition 1.2(f). 
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an element of R,[t]. Here R, is the ring of representations of G defined in 
the introduction. As a warm-up we prove the following result (which is 
equivalent o .‘-‘Vn r nrV,). 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Trivial Reciprocity Theorem). We have 
4,,VJ = -w?t) in A& t-y. 
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Proof. Extend the ring R, by the element ,U defined by Vz = ,U + ,K’. 
Then it is shown in [ 1, Proposition 111.1.31 that 
&(V,+,) = fi (1 +$-2”t). 
1,=0 
It follows that 
~l,fK+l)= f1 (1 +pn-2”t-1)=f-(n+‘) fjo (1 +/V”f) 
0=0 
= fr(n+l)A.t(Vn+ ,). Q.E.D. 
It was first observed by R. Fossum that if one disregards the free 
components, then the number of components of SrVn+, obeys certain 
symmetry laws (see 121). Now we are going to throw away the free part 
more systematically. (V,) = ZVp is an ideal in R, since I’, @ V, = n V, . 
DEFINITION 2.2. & = RG/( VP). 
Another device that is very helpful is the parameter ,U defined by V, = 
,u + ,L- ‘. It follows that 
v = ill”----” 
)I P-P-’ 
and 
S”Vn+, = G,, r.nOr, cl-‘> 
in R&l if r < p (see [ 1, Proposition 111.2.61). In a,[~] we have the relation 
v = PP-FP = 
P p-p-’ p 
P-1 +pP-3 + .., +p--(Pv’) =o* 
In particular p 2p = 1 and hence 
P o+P -P -(u+P) =pP(/f -p-“)* 
Putting this into 
G 
r+n,nOl,iu-,)= (y+‘-p-(“+‘)) Q/i-l -p-‘r+l) 
(p” -p-y.. . (p -p-l) 
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we find 
G r+n+p,n0l,~l-‘)=~l*~Gr+n,nOl,r~-’) 
=G r+n,&d-‘1 if n is even 
= ,uPG r+n,nOld-l) if n is odd. 
DEFINITION 2.3. ot(Vn+ 1) = x0 SK, t’ in the formal power series 
ring &It], where sx, denotes the image of SV,, , in R”, . 
THEOREM 2.4. In the ring R&][tl we have 
ut(Vn+,) = fj (1 -p@--Zjt)-’ 
j=O 
if n is even 
= s fi (1 -$-*-$-I if n is odd. 
j=O 
ProoJ: Due to [ 11, we have 
Y’“V, + , = ST,,,@ free 
and hence 
-7 
S’+PV n+l =srvn+l in RG. 
By the computations preceding Definition 2.3 we get 
S’+“V,+ 1 = G r+n+p,n0lLo if n is even 
=pPG r+“+p,“019P-1) if n is odd. 
(a) Now let n be even. Then 
u,(V”~‘)= fj SK,f= 2 G,+n,n(p,p-l)tr 
r=0 r=0 
= ,fi (1 -/,Pjt)-’ 
by Proposition 1.2(a). 
(b) Assume that n is odd. Since 
K = p “PV ?I+1 
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we get 
9 
But 
a, p-1 
fi (1 -/in-*+-’ = v x G,+,+,,p,nOl,,ll-‘)tr+“p 
.i- 0 ,zo r=(l 
= ‘s (ut)“” ‘2’ G,+,,,(ji,p-‘) t’ 
L’ = 0 r=O 
’ ‘f G,+,(p,p-‘)t’. 
= 1 - tit)” r=O 
Putting this into the formula above for a,( V,, ,) we get 
Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.5 (The Reciprocity Theorem). In R”,[t, t-‘1 we have 
Q,Vn+ I) = - ~n+‘wL+ 1) if n is even 
~,,,(~,+,>=-~“+‘~p-,~,(~,+,) if n is odd. 
ProoJ By Theorem 2.4 we get, if n is even, 
n n 
cJ,,I(Vn+*) = n (1 -pu”-*jf-‘)-’ zz (-,)“+I, (1 +-q-’ 
j=O j=O 
= - tn-+'ul(vn+ ,). 
For n odd we get 
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since j+ = 1. But VJ,=$-’ +pupe3+ .‘. +(u-‘D-“=O gives, after 
multiplication by p, 
pup= - @“-’ +/p-4 + . . . +p-(P-2)) = - VP-, . 
Hence 
a,,r(v,i,)=-t”+~Vp-,o,(V,+,) Q.E.D. 
Most of the results of this paper are corollaries of the last two theorems. 
THEOREM 2.6. In & we have the following identities when r + n cp, 
(a) ifn is even then 
-----_ si’lv 
S’Vn+ I nt1, 
(b) $ n is odd and 
P-1 
K== c cjyi 
j=l 
then 
ProoJ First we note that .SV,+ L isfreeifO<r<pandr+n>p(see 
11, Proposition 111,2.lO(a)~). Hence ST= 0. Since 
we get 
Replacing t by t -’ we get 
%t(Vft+ I) =- -i-&z 
p-n-1 - 
c SV”, * tp-’ 
r=O 
t 
n+l p-n-1 ~ 
=-- c 1 - tp r=O 
Sq/-,tP--r--n--l 
=-p+i 
~Lp-il---- 
1 -tp j=O 
g-n-j--lvn+,is 
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If n is even then by the Reciprocity Theorem 
~,,,(v,+,)=-~“+‘~,(v,+,> 
and hence 
sxv,,,, =r 
nil’ 
Now let n be odd. Then 
and 
sp-n-‘-lv 
!I+1 = v,_,sK. 
But in RG[~] we have VP- 1 = - ,up and 
E! 
p-j -p-(P-j) 
= 
P-P-’ 
= vpPj 
(we could also use the multiplication table in Chap. I in [ 11, where 
vp-[ 0 Vj= (j- 1) vp + VP-j). 
Let SK = Cj’:,’ cj Vj. Then 
sp-“-‘-Iv 
n+1= 
P-1 P-1 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.7. (a) AK= AZ if n is even. 
(b) If n is odd and A”V,,+ r = Cj”:: cj Vj then AC = 
ci”=: Cj Vp-j. 
Proof. We use 
A”V,,+rsSSrVn+l. Q.E.D. 
In [2] the number en,r= CT;: j( , ) f c r n 0 nonfree components of S’V,, , 
was considered. Then from Theorem 2.6 we immediately get 
e n.r = e n.p-r-n-1. 
12 
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qn(t) =2 e,,,f = Cf?~- e,,,t’ 
r=O l--I . 
The symmetry of the e,,:s gives: 
THEOREM 2.8 (Reciprocity Theorem of the TriangIes). 
q,(t- ‘) = (-t>” + i q,(t). 
3. THE REPRESENTATION RING AND CYCLOTOMIC FIELDS 
Looking at the formula for ol(Vn) and the Reciprocity Theorem we see 
that if @’ = 1, then we do not have to distinguish between the two cases when 
n is even or odd. This is the same as putting VP-i = - 1 in & = &/(V,). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Ii” = RJ(Vpp, VP-, + 1). 
In & we have VP-, = - V,, which immediately follows from 
v,-,=p 
p-n- R-P 
f, =-p”-p 
-n 
V 
P-P P-P-I =- n’ 
Hence & is generated by V,, V, ,..., V,p.- 1j,2. 
PROPOSITKON 3.2. We have 
Proo$ (a) Consider the ring homomorphism 
defined by X -+ ,u. 
Then f is surjective since &[,u] is generated by ,U as a ring. The identities 
in R,[fl] are 
(Vz-2) VP-o, 
VP = 0, 
V ,-,+1=0 
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(for the first one see ] 1,‘Proposition 1.1.61). These equations are equivalent 
to 
v,+-‘+pP-3+... +p’-p=(), 
V p’-. , + 1 =pp-* +ppp4 + “’ +p*-p+ 1 =o. 
But these equations are easily seen to be equivalent o 
P p-’ +pp-* + “’ +p* +p + 1 =o. 
Hence the kernel of f is generated by 
x~-‘+;yP~*+“‘+x2+x+1, 
which is the minimal polynomial of [= e2xi’p. 
(b) Identify IG[p] with Z[C] and h ence ,u with c. Then I?, is additively 
generated by 
v = If-P-” sin(n27r/p) P-l 
n p--p-’ = sin(2rc/p) 
for n = 1, 2 ,..., -. 
2 
Hence R, c R. 
Conversely let 19 = Cz:i c,,r, with c,, in Z, be real. Then 0 = s= 
Cfr:i c,,cp-” and c,_ ,, = c,. for v = 1, 2 ,..., p - 2. It follows that 
e= co + c*(C2 + c-‘) + c,(C3 + c-“) + “’ 
+ cp~*),2(~(P-1)/2 + cc-P-1)/2) 
=CoV, + C*(V3 - VI) + C3(V4- V*) + 
is in &. 
+ cWI),2(v@--1),2 - ‘{p-3),2) 
Let us now formulate some of the previous results in R, . 
THEOREM 3.3. (a) In RI,[p][tl we have 
a,(V,+,)= fi (1 -p”-%-l 
.j= 0 
for all n. 
(b) 1n Kc[t, t-i] we have 
for all n. 
~,,,K+,) = w”+‘~,K+*) 
Q.E.D. 
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P?wo$ Let us compute in ~~[~]~f~, Then the result follows from 3.3(a) 
since 
n-,(v”+,)= fi (1 -p”‘-%). 
j=O 
Remark 3.5. The iast result can be viewed in the fol~ow~n~ way: cr,(V,, J 
is a fraction with coeffzcient in I&, where both numerator and denominator 
have constant term 1. That is, 
and 
otvn+l> = 
I 
~-t(Vn+1) 
if n iseven 
1 t VP-# 
OP~+l)= (1 - t”)AWI(Vn+*) 
if n is odd. 
To be explicit, 
o,W3) = 
1 
l-v,t+ V/-f3 
f + vp~*tp 
at(v4)= (l-P)(l- V,t+(V, $ Y,)&-- V&+t4) 
ifp25. 
EXAMPLE 3,6. We now show by an example that very little is lost when 
we kill VP and put VPeE = - 1. Let us compute S’V, when p = 17. Then 
r = n = 5 and we repeatedly use the relation ,u” = 1. 
=(d -tp-5)cp4tp-4)@6+ 1 +JP)QAt 1 s/P), +V 
-1 
P-P-’ 
=~(~*-(~-~-3~‘-y-~)+2~~-~-~)-~~~~-~) 
+trr4-~-4)-(C13-~-3)+1162-iU-*J/CU---i) 
=: V8 - 3~,+2V,-v5+f4--V,+C/, 
==v*tv4+2v6+v*+3v,o+v,*tv14, 
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where we used the relation V,, -n = - V,, in &. Now 
dim, S5 V, = 
and 
d~~=2+4+2~6+8+3~10+12+14=82. 
Hence the number of V,,‘s will be 
(252 - 821117 = 10 
and finally 
s’Y~= v,+ v4+ 2f76 + Yg + 3Y,, + v,, + v,, + iOY*, 
in R,. 
Compare Remark 1.6 and Example 1.5. 
A computation using Theorem 2.4 gives 
a,(v,-,>=(l + VP-,t+ V3t2+ v,-,t”). 1+ VP-,tp 
1 - tp 
and 
dVp-4) = 
1 -I- VP-d’ -I- (V, + V,) t* + VP-J3 -t- t4 
1 - tp 
A comparison with Remark 3.5 suggests the next result, 
PROPOSITION 3.7. at(V,)a,(Vp~,)=(l - tP)-’ in &It]. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 we get, in &[,u][tj, 
a,(v”+,) Ul(VP&J = fi (1 -p”-*“t)-’ “-j’ (1 -$-n-1-2jt)-’ 
v=o j=O 
P--l 
= rl[ (I -j&)-i = (I- tP)-’ 
j;rO 
since 
P-l 
rl (1 - cjt) = I - P. 
j=O 
Q.E.D. 
481/68/l-2 
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COROLLARY 3.8. Let 
i S’V,, @ Sr-jV+,, = -? djlfi in R,. 
.j= I ,Y, 
Then d,-,i = dj if r f 0 (mod p). If r = 0 (mod p) then d,_j = cii if j # 1 and 
d, = d,-, + 1. 
Proof. Look at the coefficient of t’ in Proposition 3.7. Q.E.D. 
Next we turn to the units & of the ring 8,. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. V,, is a unit in I& j?w n = 1, 2 ,..., p - 1. 
ProoJ Let r be a positive integer such that rn E 1 (mod p). Then 
Remark 3.10. Viewing the Vn’s as real numbers we have the following 
strange identity 
(VI v2 “’ V(,-,,J’= 
(2sin(2X/p))‘Pp ‘)” 
P 1/2 
(for a proof see [6, p. 2261). It says that the Legendre symbol (l/p) = 1. 
We observe that 
AT, = vn vu-1 “. v,-,,I 
v, v, ” v, 
for r<n and 
ST,, , = Vr+n vr+n-1 “’ vr+, v, v, ‘. v, 
for r + n < p are also units in R=,. 
From number theory we get the following result. 
THEOREM 3.11. The group &+ of positive units in I?, is a free abelian 
group of rank (p - 3)/2. 
Proof. By 14, p. 3611 there are m = (p - 3)/2 real positive units 
&, 3 E2 >.**, E, in Z[[] such that every unit B in Z[[] uniquely can be written 
e= t;U&Y’ ,,. &;m, 
where v, a, ,..., a, are integers. If now e is real positive then v has to be zero. 
Q.E.D. 
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Next we observe that 
v = sin(nWp) 
n sin(2n/p) 
is a positive real number for n = 1, 2, 3,..., (p - 1)/2. Thus 
in flz, are (p - 3)/2 candidates for the generating set. But it is only for 
small p that they actually generate Rx,*+. 
PROPOSITION 3.12. Let R,* be Che subgroup of &+ generated by 
Then the index [Rg: R,*] = h,, where h, is thefirst factor 
L) ;h?~l%?~~%~r of the cyclotomic field Q[ C]. 
Proof: This is precisely Theorem 2 on p. 362 of [4], only in [4] they 
consider the subgroup E, generated by O2 ,..., OC,- ,,,*, where 
e = zin(WP> -- n sin(Ir/p) ’ 
We have to show that E, = R,*. But this follows from the identities 
0, = v,,,/v,,-,,,, if I? is even 
=v L-n,lZIV~P2,/2 if n is odd, 
v, = e,,/e, if rr<‘+ 
= 0, . de2 
Rem$rk 3.13. 
R,* = R;+ 
The class number is one if p < 23 and;Shence h, = 1 and 
in this case. It is conjectured that the index [Rz: R,*] is always 
prime to p. 
4. INVARIANTS AND COVARIANTS 
Most of the results in this section are contained in [ 1 ] or [3] but some 
proofs are considerably shorter and the understanding of what is going on is 
greatly improved. 
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DEFINITION 4.1 A homogeneous polynomial f in k[~~,x,,...,x,,] of 
degree r is a G-invariant if 
j-(x,, x, + x0, x, + 2x* + x0,..., x, + 
n 
0 
1 X,-if *.. +x0) 
= f(x,, XI ,**a, x,). 
The set of all these invariants can be identified with SC.+. , = the set of 
G-invariant elements in S’V,,+ , . It can also be identified with the formal 
~o~~Zar se~j-inuaria~ts of a binary form of Dickson (see [3, 51). In [ 1, 
Proposition V. 1. IO] it is proved that 
a n,r = dim, SC+ I = i Cj(r, n). 
j=l 
We also introduce the Hilbert series of the invariants. 
DEFINITION 4.2. In(t)= CEO an,r t’ = ~~zO dim, S’ c+ i t’. Our goal is 
to find a formula for #, and prove a reciprocity theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. If n is even then 
gin(t)= p-l c fi (1 - yn-*it)-‘, 
;‘Eu~ j=O 
where jfp is the group of pth roots of unity. 
Prooj We use Theorem 2.4, i.e., 
bt(Vn+l)= 5 Ktr= In[ (1 -/in-%)-’ 
r=O j=o 
in &[p]ftj. Introduce the “averaging operator” T defined by 
We want to show 
This will be done in several steps. 
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(i) Tp”=O if pju. 
= 1 if p 1 v. 
(ii) ~~i~~~~~1+~ri~~+...+~2+l+~-2+~~~~u’~~)=1 
if jis odd, j= 1, 3 ,..., p. 
(iii) TG n+r,now’) 
= T f ~,~(r, n) vj = + cj(r, n) = ur,n 
.j= 1 JY, 
if n is even and 0 < I < p. 
This follows since S’V,,, = G,+,,,(,u,~-i) contains only odd Vi: s by 
Remark 1.6. 
(iv) TG n+r+p,nCUxl) - TGn+r,nol~‘> 
=p-I](“,,+,) -(n-J =an,r+p-un,r. 
The last equality follows from the fact that 
sr+wn+, z S’v, + , 0 F, 
where F is free of rank pP’{(“‘~‘p ) - (ni*)} (see [ 1, Corollary 111.2.5]). 
The first equality depends on the following: Clearly 
G n+r+p,nO, Y-‘I= Gn+r,n(~ r-‘1 
if y # 1 is a pth root of unity. Furthermore 
G n+r+p.n(L 1) - G,+r,n(L 1) = (n+;+p) -( ny) . 
(v> T~,Vn+,) = T 2 G,+,,,~,w-~) t’ 
r=0 
= T TG ntr.nCUd-') t’= 2 ad’ = h(t) 
r=O r=0 
since an,r = TG,+,*, (u, p- ‘) for all r by (iii) and (iv). Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.4. This proof is much simpler than the analytic proof given in 
[ 1, Chap. V]. One can probably also prove Theorem V.4.14 in [l] with the 
same method (this is for n odd). 
THEOREM 4.5 (Reciprocity Theorem for Invariants). Zf n is even then 
&I( l/O = C-t)” + ’ 4,(t). 
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Proof: This follows immediately from Theorem 4.3. 
Remark 4.6. There is no reciprocity theorem when n is odd (but compare 
the proof of Proposition V.5.7(a) in [ 11). 
PROPOSITION 4.7. dim, Fe+ I = an,r = ~Zm~m~modp~ A(n, r, n) if n is 
even. 
Proof: See [ 1, Corollary V.4.121. 
Next we come to a remarkable interplay between characteristic p and 
characteristic zero invariants. 
Let G’ be the group with p elements 
with y in P P’ 
Let G’ act on the polynomial ring 
C [xo, x1 ,..., xn] by gyxi = Y n-2jxj. 
Let d, be the dimension of the space of homogeneous G’-invariant 
polynomials of degree r. Denote the Hilbert series of the G’-invariants by 
H,(C Ix, ,***, x,]“)= 2 d,.t’. 
r=0 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Ht(C[xo,...,x,]G’)= #Jr) ifn is even. 
Proof. This follows from Molien’s theorem (see [ 1, Theorem V.1.41) 
since 
ff,(C Ix, r..., 
xn,“‘) = -!- \’ 1 
P ?Z, d41 - $1 
=P -I x fi (1 - yn-2jt)-l =$,(t). 
vEwp j=O 
We will, however, give a direct proof: 
j- = x;;“x’;’ Xi”, where v,+v,+...+v,=r, 
is invariant under G’ if and only if 
s,f = Y oon+u1(n-2)+ + U”( - n)X~Xyl )..., x7 = f, 
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that is. 
2 v.@ - 2j) = 0 
i-0 
(mod P). 
The conditions for a solution can be written 
2 T7 vij- nr 
.,:o 
(mod P), 
i.e., m = x,y-o v,ij is a partition of m into at most Y parts each of size <n. 
Hence the number of solutions is 
\\’ A(m, r, n) = qr- 
Zm-nrcmodp) 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.9. The author would be pleasantly surprised if the coincidence 
above were not accidental. Let us take an example: 
Let p = 5, r = n = 3. Then 
a 3.3 = \’ A(m,3,3)=A(2,3,3)+A(7,3,3)=2+2=4, 
2m~-9(mod5) 
corresponding to the four G’-invariants 
2 
x0x25 
2 
x0x, 3 x,x:, 
2 
x2x3 * 
But in [3, Sect. 4 ] it is shown that in characteristic 5 there are the following 
G-invariants of degree 3: 
1 2 2 
x,, x0x2 -x0x, 3 xix3 + 2x,x, x2 + 2x: 3 
(2x:-2x0x,)x, +x,x: -x&q. 
It seems unlikely that there would be a way to find the G-invariants from the 
G’-invariants. 
Another curious fact is that it is easier to compute #n(f) when n is close to 
p. Thus in 11, Theorem V.5.91, #,-, is computed up to s = 15. These 
formulas are only valid for p large. We prove a result valid for all p. 
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THEOREM~.~~. Ifs is odd then 
(bp-s(f)= p-y1 -Q-I -L- - 
I 
1 
(1-q 1-P 1 
S-l 
+ J7-yl-tq-l c n (1 -yS-29). 
YEQ j= I 
Proof: Since p - s is even we can use the formula in Theorem 4.3, 
P--s 
q&(t) = p-1 c n (1 - f-s-*Q)-' 
y~1.4~ j=O 
P-1 P-l 
=P -I c jJ (I - f-“-q n (I_ r"-s-Zjt)-' 
YwLB .i=p-s+ 1 j=O 
1 
=sP -1 
I 
(1 -r)S-* 
(,-y-s+‘- 1-f i 
S-I 
+ p-y1 -P) c n (1 -y-t), 
Yeup v=1 
where we used that nj?,r (1 - f) = 1 - t*. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 4.11. Let us compute 
s-1 
W,(f) = p-l c n (1 - yS-“t) 
YEUp u=l 
for p = 13 and s = 9. Then 
w,(t) = 1 + 4t2 - 2t3 + 8t4 - 2ts + 4t6 + t8. 
If p is large then the odd-degree terms disappear. To make the fist of 
reciprocity theorems complete we also state a result for covariants proved in 
[ 31. Let p -+ 03 in the formula 
p-l n 
#&) = p-1 c fl (1 _ e(n-2iwcilPt)-1, 
0~0 j=O 
We get a Riemann sum for an integral 
y,,(t) = lim (bn(t) = $-II 
P- 
(1 + cos 8) fi (1 - e(n-2’1ist)-1 d0 
7c j=O 
valid for ail n (the extra term CDS B is put in to make the formula true also 
for odd n). In 13, Corollary 2.61 it is proved that if b,,, = the number of 
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linearly independant covariants with Leading term of degree r of a binary 
form of degree n, then 
W,(C) = 5 bn*rt' 
r=O 
(see [ 3 J for definitions). 
Also the following result is proved [3, Theorem 3.11. (It was also proved by 
R. P. Stanley and known to Sylvester.) 
THEOREM 4.12 (Reciprocity Theorem for Covariants). 
i/f&- ‘> = (-I)” t”+‘&&). 
Note the strange sign. The theorem can not be proved by substituting t by 
I-’ in the integral. 
5, ADAMS OPERATIONS AND CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIALS 
This section is devoted to the basic facts about Adams operations in Iz, 
and their connection with Chebyshev polynomials, 
DEFINITION 5.1. MY, = C$.O @‘,t” in R&l is defined by 
d 
w-,(V,> = f -1% &KJ. dt 
If p$r then 
and if r = vp then 
W’Vn+,=(n+ l)V, if n ar v is even. 
= (n + l)(Vp-- V,J l$ both n and Y are odd. 
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Proo$ By the definition 
y,(V,,,) =T: t i p-y1 -p”-“t)-” I- 2 f 2 g(n-2j). 
j=o PXO j=O 
The rest is easy; e.g., if r = vp and both u and n are odd we get 
in I&[&]. But by rank considerations we get 
w’~,,, = (n + 1) v, - (n t 1) VP-, 
since rank I,YV,+ x = n + 1 for all r. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.3 (Reciprocity Theorem for Adams-Operations}. 
W1rrKJ + Yfttc1 = - a‘ 
Proof: Since 
we get 
We collect some of the symmetry properties of the Adams operations. 
PROPOSITIONS 5.4, (a) In R, we hue 
v, PCry ni. 1= ‘vp-ryn+ I = W’V,, 1 ly n is even. 
fbf In &jt 
qv F-Tn+* = - ry’Y n-i-1 i&f- n is odd. 
(c) Inip, let tjf’Vn+,=~=IcjVj. Then 
w P-‘y n+t = if nis odd. 
25 
y'V, t W'Vp-, = vp if I is even. 
(e) Let Y be odd and ip’V, = cj”=, c,/ yim Then 
P 
( f 
P-l 
Y’Vp-, = “ C,j Vp - x CjVp-.j 
jc, 
in R,. 
.f= s
Proojl (c) By Proposition 5.2 we have in &[plj 
_Lli tnt I)(P-rf -P 
--(n+l)(p-r) rent 1) 
--ii -en+ 1) 
w Pm ‘y 
P Er 
n+I = p-(p-‘) =p 
‘IP 
pP-‘- pr -p-’ 
p--l P-1 
= ypx=pp y c,jvj=- x civp-j 
j=s i- 1 
since @Vi = - Yp-,je 
Let i$-rV#+ 1 = 2=i’l:tc:Vj’jinR,.ThenC:-=c,_jForj=1,2,.,,,p-l and 
we want to compute c-b. Looking at the rank we get 
P P-1 
N + 1 = L\’ jc,; = pcj, - s (p - j) cj 
.,Tl j= I 
P-l P--L P-1 
=P$I- p x C,j+ x jCj= pC~-p 2: Cj+ 2 jcj-pc, 
.j= 1 .j: I .i= I j-s 
=pc:,--p 6 q+n+l. 
.,G 
Hence c; = ET=, ci. Part (e) is done similarly and the rest is easy, Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITICIN 5.5. Ler m 5 1 (mod p). Then 
y”V, = v,-’ in IF”,. 
Proofi By Prapsition 5.2 we get 
y”V,= p 
nr 
--&@ 
--fir 
= itl--Fs =v-’ 
pu” -p-” /p-p--” n 
since pp = I in l?,. Q&D. 
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EXAMPLE 5.6. We list some Adams operations for p = 13. 
Now we consider Chebyshev polynomials. 
DEFINITION 5.1. The first and second kind of Chebyshev polynomials of 
degree n are defined by the formulas (respectively) 
TJCOS e) = cos ne, 
U,(cos e) = sin(n + 1) 0 
sin e ’ 
EXAMPLE 5.8. T,(x) = 1, T,(x) = x, T,(x) = 2x2 - 1, T,(x) = 4x3 - 3x, 
T4(x) = 8x4 - 8x* + 1 and U,(x) = 1, U,(x) = 2x, U,(x) = 4x2 - 1, U,(x) = 
8x3-4x, U4(x)= 16x4- 12x*+ 1. 
We list some of the fundamental properties of the Chebyshev polynomials 
needed later. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. (a) (1 - 2xt + t*)-’ = C,“=. U,(x) t”. 
(b) U,(x) = z”_l;] (- 1 y (“;j)(2x)“- 2j. 
cc> 2xUAx) = U,+,(x) + u,-l(X). 
(d) 2T,,(x/2) and U,(x/2) have integer coeficients. 
(e) urn-l/un-l = u,-, 0 Tn. 
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Proof. Only (e) requires a proof: 
Urn- ,(cos 8) sin rn~9 
l-J,- , (cos e> 
= -= U,~,(COS nL9)= ur-l(Tn(COS e>>. 
sin nB 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.10. (a) The ring R, is generated by V, over Z. 
@I Vn+ I= UnV’,P). 
(c) R, z Z[x]/(x - 2) Up-&+). 
(4 w’vn = Ur-,(Tn(V,P)). 
ProoJ Part (a) is proved in [ 1, Proposition 1.1.31. 
(b) Set formally ,B = eie. Then V,=p++-‘=2cos8and 
v p 
ntl -p-(n+l) sin(n + 1) 8 
n+1=- p-p-’ = sin 8 
= U,(COS e) = u,(v,/2). 
(c) This follows from (b) and [ 1, Proposition 1.1.61. 
by Proposition 59(d) and (e). Q.E.D. 
Remark 5.11. The formula 
v*o v,= v,+,+ v,-, 
follows directly from the recursion formula 
2xUJx) = U”,,(X) + u,-l(x). 
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